
Carpet tile, +4mm Luxury Vinyl Tile (LVT) or woven vinyl tile.

Flexible strontium ferrite magnetic sheet.

Contains no plasticisers, phthalate free.

VOC-free, odorless plant-based polyurethane resin 
manufactured mostly from renewable castor oil.

Material raised access floors, FloorMuffler Magnus magnetically 
receptive underlay, IOBAC magnetically receptive resins, plus 
sub-floors suitable for floating floor installations.
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MAGNUS TABS 
by FLOORMUFFLER 

floormuffler.com/magnus

With a magnetic finish on one side and an 
acrylic-based adhesive on the other, Magnus 
Tabs cleanly and securely affix carpet tiles, 
luxury vinyl tiles, (4 mm or thicker), planks and 
woven vinyl tiles onto the FloorMuffler Magnus
receptive underlayment.

Magnus Magnetic Tabs attach to the FloorMuffler Magnus 
underlayment or any magnetically receptive subfloor, such as 
raised access panels.

Using patented IOBAC Dual Grip technology, Magnus Tabs 
combine dry tack adhesion with magnetism for an outstanding 
grip! As in conventional floating floor solutions, not only tiles 
are held together horizontally, but due to magnetic attraction, 
Magnus Tabs enable a strong grip in the vertical direction. The 
strength of this bond ensures that the tiles are well secured in 
place until the time comes to uplift them.

Acrylic based adhesive with polyester film liner.

Odorless, VOC content not applicable.

Floor tiles can be removed cleanly and easily for reuse or 
recycling. The Floormuffler Magnus receptive underlayment 
remains in place, ready for the next installation.
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Let’s get social

Prepare sub-floor in 
accordance with standard 
requirements. Ensure that 
the subfloor is clean, dry, 
and free from loose particles.

1 Start in a corner and begin 
installing the floorMuffler® 
Magnus parallel to the wall in 
the opposite direction that you 
plan to install the flooring planks.
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Adhere one corner of the 
carpet or vinyl tile to cover 
one quarter of the adhesive 
side of the Magnus Tab. 

7 The Magnus Tabs should be 
placed wherever a tile 
meets another.

Make sure that all tiles are 
in tight contact with each 
other with no gaps.

Repeat with 3 other tiles 
such that the Magnus Tab is 
entirely covered.
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Unwind the roll of Magnus 
Tabs  and peel individual 
Magnus Tab off film liner.
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Roll out the next roll of 
floorMuffler® Magnus in the 
same manner, making sure 
that the foam seams are 
butted together.

3 Remove the adhesive liner  
and adhere the foam to the 
film overlap.
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9 Follow the Magnus Tabs 
recommended configuration 
according to your flooring 
type and design.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Square Tiles Staggered Pattern


